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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the problem of soundfield reconstruction over
a large area using a distributed array of higher-order microphones.
Given an area enclosed by the array, one can distinguish between
two components of the soundfield: the interior soundfield generated
by sources outside of the enclosed area and the exterior soundfield
generated by sources inside the enclosed area. These components
form an indistinguishable mixture and, despite the existence of the-
oretical solutions to separate them, practical implementation is chal-
lenging due to high number of microphones needed for large regions
and high frequencies. In this work, we consider a scenario where the
interior soundfield is characterized by reverberation and show how
a set of RIR measurements can be used to parametrize the interior
component as a function of the exterior component, effectively re-
ducing the unknowns of the problem.

Index Terms— Ambisonics, microphone arrays, virtual micro-
phone, soundfield recording, spherical harmonics.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of estimating the soundfield at points in space that dif-
fer from the points it was measured is gaining interest in emerging
applications such as e.g., navigation of captured scenes in VR [1, 2]
and analysis of the spatial properties of sound sources [3, 4]. It is
an open and challenging problem in spatial audio processing. In
the literature this problem is referred to as acoustic holography [5],
wavefield analysis [6, 7], spatial sound recording [8–10], virtual mi-
crophone synthesis [10–12], etc. In this work, we adopt the term
soundfield reconstruction to describe an algorithm that uses a dis-
tributed array of microphones to estimate the soundfield in arbitrary
positions of the captured acoustic scene.

The problem of soundfield reconstruction has been recently ad-
dressed using two different approaches: parametric (model based)
and non-parametric. The parametric methods, such as [10–13], are
based on simplified assumptions, e.g. existence of a discrete num-
ber of point-like sources, and are less demanding from the hardware
perspective. While they yield perceptually plausible results, they
are less suitable for analysis purposes. On the other hand, the non-
parametric methods require a huge number of spatial samples (mi-
crophones). At the expense of their individual complexity, the num-
ber of microphone units required can be reduced using higher-order
microphones. The higher-order microphones, commonly used for
360 VR audio, can also be employed in arrays based on the spherical
harmonics addition theorem [14]. The non-parametric reconstruc-
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tion algorithms that use higher-order microphones were presented
in [7, 8, 15] and [9, 16] for 2D and 3D soundfields, respectively.

In particular, [16] discusses the case of exterior/interior sound-
field separation in the spherical harmonics domain [5]. The exterior
field is defined as the soundfield outside a sphere that encompasses
all the sources that generate it, and the interior field is defined as
the soundfield inside a sphere that does not contain any sources.
In a mixed field scenario the overall soundfield is a superposition
of these two components. The authors in [16] proposed a separa-
tion/reconstruction algorithm that jointly estimates the exterior and
interior soundfield coefficients. The number of spherical harmonic
coefficients needed to describe the two components is proportional
to the radius of the respective spheres. In comparison to the ex-
terior field, estimating the interior field is more challenging due to
hardware and computational requirements. A similar approach to
the one presented in [16], but based on differential microphones has
been presented in [17].

The work presented in this paper is inspired by [16] and consid-
ers a scenario in which the acoustic scene of interest is surrounded by
an array of higher-order microphones with no independent sources
outside. Despite being less general w.r.t to [16], this is a common
configuration for both capture and analysis purposes. With only re-
verberation as a source, the interior soundfield can be considered a
function of the exterior soundfield and the environment, whose re-
sponse to acoustic events can be probed by measuring the room im-
pulse response (RIR) for a set of points. In this paper, we show how
the RIR measurements can be used to reduce the separation problem
to the estimation of exterior coefficients only. Moreover, although
the exterior soundfield reconstruction is enough for applications such
as analysis of sound sources or capture of acoustic scenes without
the environmental fingerprint, in some cases it may be desirable to
estimate the reverberation component as well. We therefore propose
an approach to estimate the interior field for points where RIR mea-
surements are available.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formu-
lates the problem in the spherical harmonics domain. In Section 3
we describe how RIR measurements can be used to estimate both
the exterior and interior components of the soundfield. Simulation
results and comparisons with the algorithm in [16] are presented in
Section 4. Moreover, we also present some preliminary real-world
results obtained with 40 first-order microphones enclosing an area
of radius 2.74m.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let us consider two concentric spheres with the center in the origin
of global reference system, and radii R0 and Rs, where R0 > Rs.



Let all the sound sources be confined within the smaller sphere of
radius Rs, and the only additional sound source is the room i.e. re-
verberation. Let Q units of V th-order microphones be placed along
the radius R0. Since the image (wall-mirrored) sources causing re-
verberation are found outside of sphere R0, the area between Rs
and R0 is source-free. Our goal is to reconstruct the soundfield
in this region, i.e. estimate the signal at any point x = (r, θ, φ),
Rs < r < R0.

Let k = 2πf/c be the wave number, f being the frequency
and c indicating the speed of sound. The acoustic signal at point
x is the superposition of exterior and interior soundfields [5], i.e.
p(x, k) = pE(x, k) + pI(x, k), with

pE(x, k) =

NE∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

βnm(k)hn(kr)Ynm(θ, φ) ,

pI(x, k) =

NI∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

αnm(k)jn(kr)Ynm(θ, φ) ,

(1)

where pE(x, k) and pI(x, k) are, respectively, the exterior and inte-
rior field components, Ynm(θ, φ) represents the spherical harmonic
of order n and degree m, hn(·) and jn(·) are, respectively, n-th
order spherical Hankel and Bessel functions, βnm(k) and αnm(k)
denote the exterior and interior soundfield coefficients, respectively.

Let α(q)
νµ (k) indicate the soundfield coefficients captured by the

qth microphone relative to the microphone’s local coordinate system
which is located at xq = (rq, θq, φq). The relationship between the
local coefficients α(q)

νµ (k) and the global coefficients βnm(k) and
αnm(k) in (1) is given by the addition theorem [14, 16]

α
(q)
νµ (k) =

NE∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

βnm(k)Smµnν (xq , k, h(·))

+

NI∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

αnm(k)Smµnν (xq , k, j(·)) ,

(2)

where

Smµnν (xq , k, f(·)) = 4πiν−n
n+ν∑
l=0

il(−1)2m−µfl(krq)Y ∗l(µ−m)(θq , φq)√
(2n+ 1)(2ν + 1)(2l + 1)/4πW1W2 ,

(3)

encodes the global to local coefficient translation, i is the imaginary
unit, ∗ denotes the complex conjugate, and W1 and W2 are Wigner
3-j symbols defined as in [14].

The separation algorithm proposed in [16] forms a linear system
using (2) for all local coefficients α(q)

νµ (k), 1 ≤ ν ≤ V , −ν ≤
µ ≤ ν, and all microphones 1 ≤ q ≤ Q. Solution of the inverse
problem gives the estimates of the global coefficients β̂nm(k) and
α̂nm(k). By inserting these estimates in (1), one can reconstruct the
soundfield at any arbitrary point x in the region of interest.

It is worth noting that the actual setup does not need to be con-
centric and the microphones are not required to sample a sphere.
In particular, the microphone placement influences the conditioning
number of the problem [7]. Nonetheless, the simplified setup comes
in handy for theoretical analysis purposes. In practice, the summa-
tions in (1) are truncated at NE = dkeRs/2e and NI = dkeR0/2e
[9], where e is Euler’s number and d·e denotes the ceiling operator. It
is straightforward to see that the order needed to accurately describe
the soundfield components is directly proportional to the radius and
frequency. On the other hand, the maximum frequency that can be
reconstructed without aliasing artifact is inversely proportional to the

radius [9], i.e. fE = c[
√
Q(V+1)−1]
πeRs

and fI = c[
√
Q(V+1)−1]
πeR0

. Par-
ticularly, the complexity of the exterior field depends on the radius
Rs and the sources confined within. However, one can reduce Rs
with a suitable choice of origin [3]. The interior field instead de-
pends on R0, i.e. the dimension of the capture area, R0 ≥ Rs, thus
the estimation of its soundfield coefficients is more demanding in
both hardware and computational requirements.

3. SOUNDFIELD RECONSTRUCTION

We consider a scenario in which the interior field is due to the ef-
fect of reverberation; hence it can be expressed as a function of the
exterior field and the environment. In theory, given detailed knowl-
edge of geometry and acoustic properties of the environment, one
should be able to compute the reverberation component given the ex-
ternal soundfield. In practice, the environment’s response to acoustic
events can be evaluated by measuring the RIRs [18,19], e.g. by mov-
ing a speaker in the capture area. One can think of this process as
an assembly of a virtual loudspeaker array whose environment re-
sponses are known for all the microphones.

Assuming we have RIR measurements for a set of virtual loud-
speakers, we propose to tackle the soundfield reconstruction prob-
lem in five steps: (I) use the virtual speakers to reproduce a desired
(unknown) exterior field; (II) apply the known RIRs to the virtual
speakers to obtain the microphone signals containing both sound-
field components; (III) invert the problem and compute the exterior
field using the microphone signals. Once the exterior field is esti-
mated, by using the RIR source/receiver duality, we can: (IV) use
microphones to “reproduce” the exterior field; and (V) compute the
interior field in the given points by taking into account the RIRs. The
following sections describe each step in detail.

3.1. Exterior soundfield

Step I In order to describe the proposed methodology for the esti-
mation of the exterior soundfield, we start by outlining the forward
problem. Let us assume that the exterior soundfield coefficients are
known. We can use the virtual loudspeakers to reproduce this sound-
field. Although a high number of speakers may be needed for correct
reproduction, the array is purely virtual (obtained moving a single
speaker) and, as long as the environment characteristics remain sta-
tionary over time, the RIR measurements do not need to be repeated.
Let xl be the position of the lth virtual loudspeaker, l = 1, . . . , L.
The relation between the virtual loudspeaker weights and the exte-
rior soundfield coefficients is described by [20]

L∑
l=1

N̂∑
n̂=0

n̂∑
m̂=−n̂

w
(l)
n̂m̂(k)Sm̂mn̂n (xl, k, j(·)) = βnm(k) , (4)

where N̂ is the maximum loudspeaker order, w(l)
n̂m̂(k) is the lth

loudspeaker weight, Sm̂mn̂n (·) is defined in (3) and βnm(k) are
the desired field coefficients in (1). Given all the coefficients
β(k) = [β00(k), . . . , βNENE (k)]T , we can write (4) in ma-
trix form as J(k)w(k) = β(k). Then the speaker weights
w(k) = [w

(1)
00 (k), . . . , w

(L)

N̂N̂
(k)]T can be computed as

w(k) = J†(k)β(k), (5)

where (·)† denotes the matrix pseudo-inverse. The expressions in (4)
and (5) are general. However, in practice the zero-order loudspeak-
ers are commonly used for RIR measurements; hence N̂ = 0.



Step II The relationship between the lth zero-order loudspeaker
weights, w(l)

00 (k), and the soundfield coefficients acquired by qth mi-
crophone at order ν and mode µ, α̃(q)

νµ (k), can be expressed using
the transfer function γ(l,q)

νµ (k), obtained from the RIR measurement,
as [21–23]

α̃
(q)
νµ (k) =

L∑
l=1

w
(l)
00 (k)

γ
(l,q)
νµ (k)

ik
, (6)

where α̃(q)
νµ (k) is the real equivalent of complex coefficient α(q)

νµ (k)
in (2) [24]. Using all Q V th-order microphones, we can write (6)
in matrix form as α̃(k) = Γ(k)w(k). Using the speaker weights
computed in (5), the forward problem is formulated as

α̃(k) = Γ(k)J†(k)β(k) . (7)

This expression relates the signals α̃(k) = [α̃
(1)
00 (k), . . . , α̃

(Q)
V V (k)]

T

acquired by the higher-order microphones with the exterior sound-
field coefficients β(k).
Step III From (7), solving the inverse problem, the exterior sound-
field coefficients can be estimated as

β̂(k) =
[
Γ(k)J†(k)

]†
α̃(k) . (8)

If Γ(k) is full column rank and J†(k) is full row rank, the expression
in (8) can be simplified as β̂(k) = J(k)Γ†(k)α̃(k). One can inter-
pret this solution as dereverberation and a projection of the micro-
phone coefficients into the speaker weights, followed by the transla-
tion of the weights to form global soundfield coefficients.

3.2. Interior soundfield

Given the exterior field estimate from (8) and using the duality be-
tween speakers and microphones, one can use Q V th-order virtual
speakers (microphones) to “reproduce” the exterior field outside of
R0, and the environment would respond by producing the desired
interior field inside of R0. However, in practice, we are only able to
estimate the interior field in a discrete number of control points, i.e.
the points in which the RIR measurements are available (RIRs can be
extrapolated in other points using [21, 22]). Furthermore, since the
number of microphones is limited, the frequency range in which we
can correctly “reproduce” the exterior soundfield component without
aliasing artifacts is restricted. To tackle this problem, we propose to
estimate the interior field individually for each control point by re-
quiring the correct “reproduction” only of a part of exterior field that
contributes to that point. This is done as follows.
Step IV Let xc = (rc, θc, φc) be the position of the cth con-
trol point, c = 1, . . . , C, and xcc′ = (rcc′ , θcc′ , φcc′), c′ =
1, . . . , C′(c), the positions of its image sources [25] found through
the RIR analysis, e.g. [26]. To estimate the interior field at xc, our
strategy is to find a set of microphones weights η(c,q)νµ that correctly
“reproduce” the exterior field at set of points xcc′ (reverberation
paths) and cancel the soundfield at the control point xc (direct path),
i.e.

Q∑
q=1

V∑
ν=0

ν∑
µ=−ν

η
(c,q)
νµ (k)rνµ(xcc′ |xq)G(k,xcc′ |xq) =

=

NE∑
n=0

n∑
m=−n

βnm(k)hn(krcc′ )Ynm(θcc′ , φcc′ ) , ∀c′ ,

Q∑
q=1

V∑
ν=0

ν∑
µ=−ν

η
(c,q)
νµ (k)rνµ(xc|xq)G(k,xc|xq) = 0 ,

(9)
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Fig. 1: Comparison in terms of RMSE of the method presented
in [16] and the proposed method for both interior and exterior sound-
fields.

where rνµ(·) is the radiance pattern of the V th-order microphone
and G(·) is the well-known free-field Green’s function [5]. In ma-
trix form this writes G(k)η(c)(k) = D(k)β(k). Given the value
of β̂(k) estimated in (8), we can compute the weights η(c)(k) =

[η
(c,1)
00 , . . . , η

(c,Q)
V V ]T as

η̂(c)(k) = G†(k)D(k)β̂(k) . (10)

Step V Finally, given the transfer functions ψ(c,q)
νµ (k) between the

cth control point and the qth microphone, we can estimate the inte-
rior soundfield at the control point as

pI(xc, k) =

Q∑
q=1

V∑
ν=0

ν∑
µ=−ν

η
(c,q)
νµ (k)ψ

(c,q)
νµ (k) . (11)

4. EXPERIMENTS

This section describes simulations and real-world experiments per-
formed in order to validate the proposed methodology.

4.1. Simulations

We simulated a distributed array of 1st-order microphones withQ =
150 elements. In particular, the 1st-order microphones are chosen
since they are the most commercially available higher-order micro-
phones. We simulated two scenarios. In the first, we placed the
microphones on a surface of a sphere of radius R0 = 0.5m which
is then placed at the center of 2×2×2m shoe-box room. For the
second scenario, we set R0 = 2.74m and a shoe-box room of
size 6×6×6m. We simulated reverberation with the image source



(a) Desired at 750 Hz (b) Fahim et. al at 750 Hz (c) Proposed at 750 Hz (d) Desired at 3.4 kHz (e) Fahim et. al at 3.4 kHz (f) Proposed at 3.4 kHz

Fig. 2: The ground truth and estimated external soundfields on the horizontal plane with z = 0 (slice passing by the array center) for
frequencies 750Hz and 3.4 kHz.

method [25] using the implementation in [27]. Reflections are com-
puted up to the second order assuming perfectly reflective walls. For
the interior field estimate we assumed to know the positions of the
image sources, which in a real-world scenario can only be estimated
(using for example [26]). In both scenarios we randomly placed 50
virtual loudspeakers inside a sphere of radius 0.12m.

We compare the proposed method with the approach proposed in
[16] using a frequency-dependent root-mean-square error (RMSE)
defined as follows

RMSE(f) =

∑
∀x |p(·)(x, f)− p̂(·)(x, f)|2∑

∀x |p(·)(x, f)|2
, (12)

where p(·) and p̂(·) represent, respectively, the ground truth and es-
timated soundfields and, depending on the evaluation, they will be
properly substituted with exterior or interior components.

In the first test, we simulated an omnidirectional point source
at [0.03, 0.02, 0]m. Figure 1a reports the RMSE results for the ex-
terior soundfield, and Figure 1b shows the results for the interior
soundfield. In both cases the proposed method achieve better re-
suts. This is not surprising since the method in [16] estimates co-
efficients of both components simultaneously and, given the higher
number of unknowns, it is less robust in the highly reverberant sce-
nario under consideration. Furthermore, we can observe degradation
around ∼1.8 kHz for R0 = 0.5m array and around ∼346Hz for
R0 = 2.74m array, which are the corresponding aliasing frequen-
cies fI for the interior field. On the other hand, the performance
of the proposed method remains satisfactory across all frequencies
since the aliasing is governed by the exterior field and the distri-
bution of the virtual loudspeakers. However, we stress that the pro-
posed method estimates the interior soundfield for each control point
individually.

Figure 2 shows snapshots of the exterior soundfield generated
by two omnidirectional point sources at ± [0.01, 0.01, 0]m, for the
array configuration with R0 = 0.5m. In particular, snapshots for
750Hz and 3.4 kHz are shown. As expected, both [16] and the
proposed method perform well at the lower frequency. However,
at the higher frequency the performance of [16] degrades while the
soundfield estimated using the proposed method still strongly resem-
bles the desired one. Finally, it is worth noting that the method is
equally applicable to directional and volumetric sources, and point-
like sources were used to simplify simulation of room acoustics.

4.2. Real-world Recording

We tested the reconstruction algorithm using 40 Core Sound TetraM-
ics distributed along a radius R0 = 2.74m with a limited vertical
variation. The Figures 3a and 3b show time snapshots of the exterior
field estimates in the horizontal plane for an omnidirectional (B&K

(a) (b)
Fig. 3: Reconstruction of the exterior soundfield generated by an
omnidirectional loudspeaker (a) and a directional loudspeaker (b).
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Fig. 4: Comparison in terms of Energy Decay Curve (EDC).

OmniSource Type 4295) and directional (Holosonics Audio Spot-
light AS-16i) loudspeakers, respectively, both emitting a linear sine
sweep. Finally, we compared the results of the reconstruction w.r.t a
reference signal captured by an omnidirectional microphone present
in the scene. In particular, we used the Energy Decay Curve (EDC)
as a comparison metric. The EDC measures the energy decrease in
the impulse response [28]. Figure 4 reports the EDC for the exte-
rior field estimate and the superposition of the exterior and interior
estimates relative to the scene with the omnidirectional speaker.

5. CONCLUSION

In this work we formulated a solution for soundfield reconstruction
inside reverberant environments and showed its feasibility through
simulations and real-world experiments. Although the first experi-
ments have shown promising results, they are still limited and a lot
of effort will be needed to make the method more reliable and robust
for real-world capture of more complex acoustic scenes. However,
to the best of the authors knowledge these experiments represent the
first time a reconstruction algorithm of this kind has been employed
in practice for such a large area and a non-anechoic environment.
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